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Sarah- Talked about co-occurring problems and police issues. Trialogue with people in recovery,
providers, and the police.
ACCR meeting on the 17th. Anthony will not be there, unsure who is facilitating. Look at the
feedback of the logic model and talk about what needs to be added to first goall. QI will report
back to the Steering Committee, as well as all of the other committees, with their ideas.
Logic Modelo Additions- additional promotion from the county, strong belief that it should be a longterm outcome related to the general public, and continuing with the activities (possibly
doing a project with another ACCR committee).
o Have done outreach to providers, not much to the people on the front lines.
 David- Possibly go into staff meetings and present
 What would we present to the public?
o Will try to complete all the activities in the logic model
 Which goal should we focus on first? We need more resources and people to help
with these activities.
 Stipends for more participation- could possibly help with recruitment
 Note taker, advisors, and co-chairs get stipends
 Possibly have an ACCR conference with a table for each committee
First Responders Project
o Anthony is getting the posters framed and then gifting them to the city and county
councils. Also working with David on trying to get replicas of the posters for us to keep.
o Future projects?
 Initial goal was to show first responders that they are important in a person’s recovery
process
 Possibly have a trialogue with first responders and people who have been given
Narcan
 Maybe work with other committees to tackle this
 Sarah looking for someone who is doing MAT to interview. Recovery Centers of
America comes to dialogue meetings.
 CAP (Conference of Allegheny Providers)- David is on the committee. He always
hears that consumers and family members are directly effected by certain state
and federal legislations.
 ACCR can educate, we just cannot lobby.
 Will discuss with the County on whether we can do this type of activity.

